Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, Palacky University in Olomouc

opens a selection procedure to fill up the position of

- **POSTDOC (young scientist)**

_in area of research and education in chemical biology and experimental therapeutics_

Workplace: Institute of Molecular and Translational Medicine, UP, Olomouc (http://www.umtm.cz)

Number of positions: 2

Work load: 1,0 (full-time)

Start of job: 11. 2. 2013

Maximal duration of contract: 31. 12. 2013 (can be prolonged after mutual agreement)

Mentor: Ass. prof. Marián Hajdúch, Ph.D.

Requirements:

- Ph.D. or equivalent (M.D.) in cell biology or related fields received after 28.3.2008;

- Experience in the area of organic synthesis, solid-phase synthesis experience is an advantage but not required;

- Strong publication record;

- Teaching experience at University level;

- Experience with tissue cultures, fluorescent microscopy, biochemical tests, testing of biological activities of small molecules and experience with analytical software.

Application along with required documents (structured curriculum vitae, scanned Ph.D. diploma, overview of published papers and publications, recommendation letter from educating department or from place of the last occupation) is to be kindly sent to dagmar.petrzelova@upol.cz.

Deadline for application is 31. 1. 2013.

Enunciator reserves the right to not occupy the stated position in an exceptional case without stating the cause.